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The advancement of modern technology is drastically transforming the way that brands 
communicate with its audience. R/GA is an innovative and full service advertising agency 
that believes that brands need to move at the speed of culture.1 The firm is an American 
International agency with a 900-person headquarters in New York City. There are several 
other locations including Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago, London and Singapore. After 
being founded in 1977, R/GA has revolutionized the fundamentals of connecting through 
the digital world. The firm strives to create value for consumers by “helping clients respond 
to the disruptions of the connected age.” R/GA is known for producing unique perspectives 
and stepping outside of the box in order to effectively communicate messages. R/GA was 
awarded Ad Age’s 2015 Agency of the Year Award and was praised for not “merely 

reflecting pop culture; it steered it.”2 The firm 
has taken on several substantial clients over the 
years including Samsung, Google, Nike, and 
Beats by Dre. Each campaign developed by R/GA 
features a variety of communication touch 
points for the brand while flawlessly integrating 
messages. 

R/GA has developed several noteworthy works 
over the last decade. One of the most memorable was the campaign established for Verizon 
while utilizing Star Wars as a vehicle. The majority of brands attempted to capitalize on the 
release of the new Star Wars and the movie quickly spiraled into a marketing frenzy. 
Everything from Star Wars themed toothpaste to Chewbacca crackers was created for 
brands to take part in the madness. R/GA had the challenge of cutting through the noise by 
implementing an effective campaign and that solidified Verizon as a relevant addition to 
the Star Wars franchise.  The multi-faceted campaign 
featured several different segments that set Verizon 
apart from other competing brands.  

The initial stage of the campaign was implemented to 
generate buzz across multiple platforms. Verizon was 
offering 16,000 tickets to see Star Wars: The Force 
Awakens and R/GA developed the “Theory Wars” to act 
as a platform for distributing the message. Star Wars 
fanatics were desperately awaiting the arrival of spoilers 
and details about the upcoming movie’s plot. Thus, 
theorywars.com was revealed in order to fulfill the need 
for a communication hub. The website featured specific 
pages for each significant character in the upcoming 
movie. Fans had the capability of directing their energy 
and enthusiasm to a common touchpoint, conveniently 
sponsored by Verizon. Once the site launched, thousands 
of fans customized their personal theories and shared 
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“The Digital age has changed the 

way of storytelling. Simplicity will 

lead you to a new digital culture.” 

– Bob Greenberg CEO 



them through a variety of social media platforms. An uproar of social media conversation 
was organically encouraged on Twitter with “#TheoryWars.” Within three days, the 
contagious campaign had over 65,000,000 impressions. This quickly became one of the 
most successful social media campaigns because R/GA’s of brilliant encouragement for 
social currency. Consumers all across the globe wanted to be a part of the story and share 
their own ideas. Verizon rewarded participation from consumers by offering the exclusive 
tickets to the movie for posting theories. This incentive added to the game mechanism and 
generated eager contributions to the Theory War craze. Overall, R/GA did an exceptional 
job capitalizing on its digital marketing expertise for the kickoff of Verizon’s campaign.  

After the immediate success of Verizon’s partnership with Star Wars, R/GA decided to take 
the operation to the next level. Verizon produced 200,000 collectible Star Wars headsets 
that display that demonstrated a virtual reality. The only way to receive one of the limited 
edition headsets was to visit a participating Verizon store. Within a few hours after kickoff, 
tens of thousands of fans visited their local Verizon retailer to take part in the interactive 
campaign. Fans were flying through the doors and all 200,000 headsets were distributed 
within one hour. There were nine 
different virtual reality missions directed 
by J.J Abrahams himself. These virtual 
realities were exclusively filmed for the 
campaign and could only be viewed with 
a Verizon phone inside the headset. This 
content gave participators and exclusive 
look at the world of Star Wars and took 
them to a land “far far away.” The 
missions were released every few days 
leading up to the movie to generate 
anticipation for the movie and build 
enthusiasm towards Verizon as a brand. 
The event was simple and unexpected 
which gave consumers something to talk 
about. Word of mouth about the 
experience rapidly spread throughout the 
cities which made Verizon the go to 
destination for exclusive Star Wars 
content.  

R/GA’s innovation and exceptional use of 
digital elements geared consumers to 
associate Verizon with cutting edge technology. The campaign proved especially effective 
based on the social interactions and game mechanism. Participation for Theory Wars and 
the virtual reality were remarkable because it provided people with the opportunity to be a 
part of an interactive conversation. The excitement was amplified with the chance to win 
tickets and to own the exclusive Star Wars headset. Both phases of Verizon’s partnership 
with Star Wars allowed fans to experience the brand in a fresh and inspiring way. 
Consumers were able to personally connect with Verizon because R/GA provided 



meaningful content that sparked curiosity. This curiosity transformed into communal 
exchange which established a memorable experience for consumers all around the world. 

The fundamentals of R/GA’s innovative philosophy are apparent throughout the case 
studies as well as the overall culture of the firm. The New York office recently relocated 
with hopes of establishing an imaginative and collective space. The 200,000 square foot 
office gives the firm a chance to condense from four separate buildings to only two floors3. 
The idea was to transform the disconnected office to a collaborative environment that 
maintained functionality. Bob Greenberg, the co-founder, emphasized that R/GA is “not 
investing in anything that will be a part of the past.” The dynamic and open space features 
elements to distinguish itself from the typical office. It features 8,000 smart light bulbs that 
alter color and brightness based on the season and time of day. The space also offers floors 

made from a yoga mat 
material to encourage a 
comfortable atmosphere. 
Comfort within the new 
space removes the negative 
connotation of a typical 
office which inspires 
employees to expand their 
creativity. These 
unconventional details 
enliven the workplace and 
enhance the overall culture 
of R/GA.  

One of the things that sets R/GA apart from other advertising agencies is the emphasis on 
the catering to the needs of the digital age. The new headquarters office revolves around 
the core value that the agency is for connection. This value is translated from the physical 
space all the way to the culture of the employees. The upgraded headquarter office offers 
top of the line technology including labs for testing new digital ideas.4 Massive screens 
were placed all throughout the building to display current trends and campaign launches. 
These touchpoints within the office reaffirm the agency’s values encourage employees to 
consistently exercise their mind and brainstorm. R/GA would be the ideal company to 
work for after graduation because of its distinctive culture and beliefs. Specifically, the 
atmosphere at the New York office provides the opportunity to further grow one’s digital 
expertise while taking bold creative leaps. Employees are consistently encouraged to think 
outside of the box and develop their imagination. R/GA isn’t afraid to take risks with 
delivering groundbreaking content from brands to consumers. This type of philosophy is 
what paves the way for future marketers and the digital age. 

                                                             
3 Budds, D. (2015, December 7). With Foster and Partners, R/GA Creates an Office for the Connected Age. Retrieved May 24, 
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